
 

 

SCIGRIP’s SG230 methacrylate adhesive awarded ABS Accreditation  

 

9th May 2014, Washington, UK – In keeping with its commitment to deliver high strength bonding 

solutions into the most demanding marine and offshore applications, SCIGRIP, the global supplier 

of smart adhesives, has been awarded the ABS (American Bureau of Shipping) certification for its 

SG230 HV(high viscosity) range of structural products.  

SCIGRIP submitted a comprehensive range of data around SG230 HV therefore allowing ABS to 

determine if the product met their rigorous specification criteria. Based on a satisfactory review of 

the physical and mechanical test results, SG230 HV was awarded a Product Design Assessment 

Certificate (PDA). 

 Following the PDA certification, a site survey of SCIGRIP’s US manufacturing facility in Durham, 

North Carolina, was conducted to ascertain if the product would be consistently produced in 

accordance with the specification. This resulted in additional accreditations including the issuance 

of a Manufacturing Assessment Certificate and Type Approval of the product. 

Thanks to SCIGRIP products durability and manufacturing flexibility, their bonding solutions are 

already used extensively by many European and US boat builders. In addition, the ABS qualification 

will provide many of their potential customers the added assurance of their products quality and 

performance. 

 

“This is another significant step towards SCIGRIP extending its relationship with the larger sized 

boatbuilding operations both in Europe and the US. We are delighted to offer such powerful and 

reliable bonding solutions that have received recognition from such a respected industry standard”, 

comments Mark Rogan, SCIGRIP’s European Sales and Marketing Manager. 

 

SCIGRIP also maintains ISO 9001 certification for all of its manufacturing facilities and has achieved  

multiple third party product certifications including Lloyds.  
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Media Enquiries  

 

For further SCIGRIP press information please contact: 

Kate Davison or Samantha Keen  

100% Marketing  

E: kate@100percentmarketing.com / sam@100percentmarketing.com 

T: +44(0) 7950 643004 / +971 (0)5 09 766138 
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